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Temperatures to rise in Ramadan; ‘hot, dusty’ Eid predicted

Rain expected to continue until
Wednesday: Meteorologist

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Kuwait experienced rain showers yesterday,
and rainy weather is expected to continue until
Wednesday, according to a veteran local meteorologist,
who noted that fluctuations in weather conditions happen
due to the ‘Sarayat’ season. Dr Saleh Al-Ujairi advised the
public to be cautious as the sarayat might bring some
‘heavy rains’. He said the minimum temperature is expect-
ed to be 15 degrees Celsius and the maximum 35 degrees.
The weather will be subjected to a high degree of variabil-
ity during Ramadan, which is set to start next week, and

temperatures are expected rise gradually, Ujairi said.
Meanwhile, he noted that the weather during Eid Al-Fitr is
expected to be dusty with strong winds and high tempera-
tures. The sarayat season, which begins in mid-April and
lasts until the end of May, is an annual weather phenome-
non characterized by weather volatility and sudden
changes, including unexpected thunder and sandstorms. 

Lack of experience
Separately, a recent government report blamed ‘lack of

experience’ of public works ministry and Public Authority
for Roads and Transportation officials, for partial responsi-

bility behind flashfloods that hit Kuwait following last
November’s heavy rains. The report prepared by the State
Audi Bureau with regards to a study of the financial, tech-
nical and legal aspects related to roads and sewer mainte-
nance as well as pumping stations following the rain crisis,
revealed that the advisor of the contract was behind the
Mangaf tunnel flooding, which had repeated three times in
the past few years, adding that the ministry did not move
until after the 2018 rains. The report also explained that
topographic maps as well as plans by Kuwait Municipality,
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research and Kuwait
University all confirm the Mangaf tunnel is located in the

path of streams and in a low-lying area. 

Lack of accuracy 
Furthermore, the report revealed lack of accuracy when

estimating the amounts of contract items before present-
ing it, resulting in reducing its items by 24.4 percent when
executed, indicating that the total amount of the contract
reached KD 27.6 million, while the executed works
according to payment certificates were KD 20.9 million
only, which means there is a KD 6.7 million discrepancy
without issuance of any changing orders for amending,
reducing or canceling any part of the project components. 

Former official offers
to pay back millions
in exchange for release
By A Saleh and Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: The criminal court adjourned a case in which a num-
ber of former interior ministry officials face embezzlement
charges until May 12, while refusing to release the suspects.
During a court session yesterday for the case publicly known as
the ‘interior ministry hospitality scandal’, a former senior ministry
official offered to pay KD 10 million, which is the amount he is
accused of embezzling, to be released until the case is decided.
His offer was denied, however. The public prosecution also pre-
sented its case. Deputy Director of the Financial Prosecution
Humoud Al-Shami said the suspects are bringing out the dark
side of the case and this similar to Archimedes’ trick, because the
embezzled amount is much larger than the offered amount.

Missing boys found
Two Kuwaiti young men who were reported missing recently

were found in good condition yesterday. A security source said
Kuwaiti youths Adnan Al-Kharafi and Fahd Al-Alyan are being
returned home after procedures are completed, adding that
concerned authorities in Kuwait are coordinating with their
counterparts in Iran to bring them back. The source had said
earlier that a search was on for the two missing men after the
father of one of them said his son and friend did not return from
a fishing trip.

Waiting for approval
A senior Public Authority for Manpower official said that a

memorandum of understanding signed (MoU) between Kuwait
and Egypt to complete the automated link to bring in Egyptian
workers is awaiting the council of ministers’ approval to go into
effect. Meanwhile, Deputy Director for the Manpower and
Financial Sector Affairs Sultan Al-Shaalani said the new labor
services building will open soon in Ahmadi governorate.
Furthermore, Shaalani denied any problem in differentiation
between employees, based on which vacant supervisory jobs
are made permanent. He said the authority is completing the
differentiation from all aspects between its employees, while
complying with laws, decisions and circulars issued by the
diwan. About the total number of authority employees after
completing the merger with the Manpower and Government
Restructuring Program, he said they number 2,772 employees
of both genders. He said as for supervisory jobs, there are 31
managers, 81 supervisors and 248 heads of departments. He
said by attaching the domestic help department to the authority
from the interior ministry, the number of supervisors became 83
with 253 heads of departments.

No price increase
Head of Kuwait Farmers Union Abdullah Al-Dammak

assured consumers that most agricultural products will not see
price increases before Ramadan. He said stability of prices
increases as production increases, besides achieving food
security year round, adding that the union stands by any legiti-
mate demands by farmers and works on fulfilling them in coop-
eration and coordination with concerned government authori-
ties. He said the heaps of tomatoes seen on social media on the
side of a Wafra road were not fit for consumption and no one
accepted to deal with them. Dammak said crops are witnessing
their best production periods in Abdaly, Wafra and Sulaibiya
farms. He said the price of a 7-kg grade one tomato box is 300
fils in auctions, while grade two is sold for 150-200 fils, while
grade three is not dealt with because its quality cannot be
guaranteed. He said the increase in crop production is due to an
increase in green cover in the north and south of the country,
especially since the number of greenhouses has reached
60,000, while it was 15,000 in 2016.

Insurance companies suspended
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry issued six decisions

in which it suspended six insurance companies for three months
or until the violations are removed, whichever comes first. The
decisions said in the second item of each that polices already
issued by the companies remain valid. The third item says the
companies will continue making compensation payments and
other dues.

KUWAIT: Vehicles drive along a number of highways in Kuwait during rainy weather which hit the country yesterday. — KUNA photos

23% prevalence  
of diabetes in
Kuwait: Doctor
By Abdullatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait Diabetes Society (KDS) organized an
awareness day on the occasion of the upcoming month
of Ramadan at The Avenues Mall. The event included
blood sugar and blood pressure tests and nutrition and
medical advice. Doctors were at hand and answered the
public’s questions, particularly those with diabetes.

KDS president, endocrinologist and head of the
endocrine fellowship in Kuwait Dr Walid Al-Dhahi said
diabetes is a chronic disease that remains with the
patient all their life and requires improvement in
lifestyle, besides complying with instructions and tak-
ing medicines as prescribed on time. He said statistics
and studies show the prevalence of diabetes in Kuwait
is 23 percent and this raises a red flag. He said 95 per-
cent of cases are of type 2 diabetes, adding the disease
may be accompanied by obesity, high cholesterol levels
and blood pressure. Dhahi said nearly 148 million
Muslims are living with the disease, adding fasting
improves diabetes and most diabetics can fast except
in certain cases, such as:

● Those who suffered hypoglycemia repeatedly dur-

ing the three month preceding Ramadan.
● Those who suffer from other chronic problems

such as heart, eye, nerve and liver diseases.
● Those treated with multiple injections during the day.
● Type 1 diabetes patients.
● Pregnant women with diabetes.

Dhahi said 78 percent of type 2 diabetics fast
half of the month of Ramadan, while 43 percent of
type 1 patients also fast half of the month, adding
that it is highly important to see the doctor before
Ramadan to make sure whether the patient can
fast or not.

Kuwait re-elected
deputy chief of 
Arab justice 
ministers’ office
JEDDAH: Kuwaiti Minister of Justice and Minister of
State for National Assembly Affairs Fahad Al-Afasi was
yesterday re-elected deputy chairman of the Executive
Bureau of the Council of Arab Justice Ministers. This
came during the 64th meeting of the office held in the
Saudi city of Jeddah. Addressing the meeting, the
Kuwaiti minister said it is necessary for Arab countries
to keep on legal and judicial cooperation especially fol-
lowing recent “heinous terrorist” incidents in New
Zealand and Sri Lanka. He reiterated Kuwait’s support

for all efforts exerted by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
to fight terrorism and apply justice to terrorist cells.

Afasi argued that the scourge of terrorist is closely
related to the discourse of hatred, intimidation and
provocation against certain individuals or groups. In
this context, the Kuwaiti minister pointed out an Arab

draft legislation to prevent the discourse of hatred.
The 64th meeting of the Executive Bureau of the
Council of Arab Justice Ministers kicked off in Jeddah
yesterday, in the presence of the justice ministers of
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Libya, Lebanon, Sudan
and Tunisia. — KUNA

Belgian university
honors Kuwait for
supporting Arabic
language program
BRUSSELS: The Free University of Brussels (VUB), has
honored Kuwait for its support to its Arabic language
program at a graduation ceremony held Saturday
evening. Vice Rector for International Relations at the
VUB, Professor Romain Meeusen, addressing the large
gathering of students and their parents for the ceremo-
ny, thanked and expressed his appreciation to Kuwait
for its support. “We are very grateful for the donation
we received from the embassy of Kuwait last year,” he
said, adding that “we need the continuation of the sup-
port.” Meanwhile, Kuwait’s Ambassador to Belgium,
the European Union and NATO, Jassem Al-Budaiwi in
his speech expressed appreciation to the VUB for
organizing the Arabic language program, thanking the
teachers and parents of the students for their enthusi-
asm for Arabic. Professor Meeusen said this is a volun-
tary program for Arabic language for Syrian refugees
and they also have teachers “whom we want to pay for

their efforts.” “We are very pleased and grateful for
the contribution of Kuwait for this. We want to
increase the number of pupils but we need more sup-
port for this,” he said, noting that they have printed the
first text books for the Arabic language program, pre-
pared by the teachers. 

In the meantime, Ambassador Budaiwi said that this
is the continuation of the embassy’s efforts and sup-
port to the Arabic language program by the VUB for
the third time. The program is really useful for Arab
immigrants and the Arab community here in Brussels
and in Belgium, he pointed out. “It is a wonderful pro-
gram and in line with all the efforts that Kuwait is

doing in support for humanitarian, educational and
cultural fields,” he said. “We will try to continue sup-
porting the program through many ways and means,”
he added. Sami Azar, the coordinator of the project,
said that the program started in October 2016 with 164
children and today has 300 pupils aged between six
and 15. “We have a long waiting list for children who
would like to join the Arabic course, which are held
thrice weekly in four centers in Brussels,” he noted.
Every center has five classrooms with 15 children, he
added. “Kuwait’s donation last year was a great help for
us. Big thanks for the Kuwaiti donation and we need
such donations to continue,” he stressed. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Participants pose for a group photo.

BRUSSELS: Children learning Arabic at the Free University of Brussels participate in the ceremony. — KUNA

JEDDAH: A group photo of participants of the 64th meeting of the executive Bureau of the Council of Arab
Justice Ministers. — KUNA


